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As Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies gain mainstream acceptance, it is important to understand how

cryptocurrencies have become the spine of the cybercrime ecosystem.

This paper evolved over months of research to assemble an overview of the end-to-end lifecycle of crypto,

in the context of cybercrime, and to uncover how:

● Threat actors are piggybacking on the rising value of crypto

● Crypto funds change hands without raising red flags

● It enables threat actors to expand their operations and bulk up their arsenal

● The crypto funds are ultimately converted to legal fiat currency

The Growing Popularity of Cryptocurrency

Since its creation in 2009, the value of Bitcoin and other cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum and Monero

has skyrocketed. Despite the peaks and troughs in its value, there has been a steady increase in its

adoption and utilization. With publicly traded companies investing in cryptocurrencies, it is no longer

limited to niche users and businesses. Apart from its rising value, other factors responsible for the

growing interest include anonymity, security, and the lack of government oversight or regulation.

Despite the stark peaks and troughs, the value of Bitcoin has steadily increased



Anonymity along with a lack of supervision made criminals and threat actors some of the early adopters

of cryptocurrency. From ransomware groups using it to collect ransomware to drug peddlers hiding their

gains, cryptocurrency has been a safe haven for illicit activities. However, there was still the issue of

converting the cryptocurrency to fiat currency. This is no longer the case, with more and more legitimate

businesses willing to accept cryptocurrencies and the mushrooming of Bitcoin ATMs. This has meant

that threat actors and darknet markets, which have been hoarding cryptocurrencies for years and

restricted to use them as is, are now capitalizing on various mechanisms, both legal and illegal, to retire

with ill-gotten gains.

Illegal Activities Flourishing on Dark Web Markets

The frequency and cost of cybercrimes have drastically increased over the last few years. According to

reports, dark web markets recorded a revenue of $1.7 billion in cryptocurrency in 2020. A Russian market

named Hydra accounts for over 75% of these earnings.

All darknet markets by share of total market size over time | 2015 - 2020  source: Chainalysis)



Most of these dark web markets deal in contraband,

especially drugs, stolen credit cards, carding services, and

databases. These transactions are primarily carried out

using cryptocurrencies. The funds collected from these

sales are transferred to exchanges where they are either

used to carry out other illegal activities or are converted to

cash.

Decentralization is likely the next step for dark web

markets looking to expand their business. There are

already platforms such as Televend, which allow users to

purchase illegal wares 24 hours a day via a robot drug

dealer hosted on Telegram. This provides buyers the

safety of highly encrypted communication. In 2020, the

German law enforcement agencies seized nine Telegram

groups operating in a similar manner.

Televend

Drugs and other controlled substances sold on dark web markets



Apart from dark web markets, ransomware groups also traffic in cryptocurrency to facilitate their

activities and transactions. In 2020 alone financial loss due to ransomware was a whopping $20 billion, a

319% increase from 2019. However, given the underreporting of ransomware attacks, the actual loss

could be much higher.

Cybercriminals, ransomware groups, and hackers are increasingly exploiting/leveraging Decentralized

Finance (DeFi) platforms to launder their illicit funds. DeFi platforms are especially convenient since they:

● Don’t take custody of funds deposited to them

● On occasion don’t collect KYC (Know Your Customer) information

● Don’t report transaction activity as demanded by the Bank Secrecy Act (BSA)

● Are not governed by standard financial regulations

How Threat Actors Misuse Cryptocurrency

Since threat actors’ profits are collected as cryptocurrency, they use it to:

● Further their capabilities by bulking up their arsenal

● Enable money laundering activities to obfuscate the original source

Bulking Up Their Arsenal

Threat actors, especially ransomware groups, flourish by staying ahead of their victims’ cybersecurity

capabilities. For this, they are continuously recruiting skilled resources and investing in advanced tools. A

ransomware attack is multi-pronged and takes considerable resources and tools to carry out. We have

observed ransomware groups flocking to cybercrime forums to buy:

● Cutting-edge tools

● Exploits

● Vulnerabilities

● Databases

● Antivirus bypassing services

● Spamming services

● Phishing page creating

● Admin/RDP accesses sold by Initial Access Brokers (IABs)

https://blog.chainalysis.com/reports/2021-crypto-crime-report-intro-ransomware-scams-darknet-markets
https://cloudsek.com/whitepapers_reports/rise-of-initial-access-brokers-threat-actors-who-facilitate-cyber-attacks-apt-groups-and-ransomware-campaigns/


Threat actor looking to buy a stealer

Money Laundering

Money laundering is a key feature of many criminal enterprises, especially those involving financial

crimes. Given that banking transactions are closely monitored and can often be traced back to the source,

most top end criminals have switched to the convenience of cryptocurrency. While most cryptocurrency

transactions are legitimate, the anonymity and oversight-free global network it provides makes it

attractive to criminals as well. Money laundering is often used to enable tax evasion, to fund terrorist

activities, and facilitate drug and human trafficking.

There are 3 main methods used to enable money laundering using cryptocurrency networks are:

● Peel Chain

● Chain Hopping

● Over the Counter (OTC)

Peel Chain

The peel chain tactic involves:

● Breaking down the initial amount into multiple smaller packets.

● These smaller value packets are then moved in rapid and automated transactions from one

cryptocurrency wallet to new cryptocurrency addresses through hundreds or thousands of

transactions



This method is especially helpful when the main goal is to hide the source, since small, seemingly

unrelated transactions significantly reduce the risk of setting off red flags.

Peel chain method of splitting transactions

Chain Hopping

Chain hopping works by using different cryptocurrencies and blockchains to isolate the funds from the

initial transactions. In this way, even if investigators are aware of one of the transactions, they cannot

identify its eventual destination.

Chain hopping using multiple cryptocurrencies and blockchains

For example: If a certain amount is in Bitcoin, it is then converted to multiple intermediary

cryptocurrencies such as Ethereum and Monero (XMR) before finally being converted to Bitcoin again. By

design only the sender and receiver know that the transactions are in Ethereum or Monero, hence an

investigator would soon lose track of the transactions especially since blockchains like Monero offer

limited visibility into the transaction chain (ref Appendix Sample 1). The more the number of changes

between cryptocurrencies, the harder it becomes to trace the transaction.



Monero doesn’t allow you to verify transactions of a specific wallet

Offering service for coin mixing

Crypto conversion/ mixing services suggested on cybercrime forums



The process is provided as a Conversion/Mixing service by several cryptocurrency exchanges. It is also

offered as a service by threat actors on cybercrime forums.

Oftentimes the peel chain and chain hopping methods are used in tandem to make the transactions more

complex and intricate to trace back or follow.

Over the Counter (OTC)

OTC is the trading of cryptocurrencies directly between 2 or more parties. The 2 common types are:

● Crypto-to-Crypto: Swapping one cryptocurrency for another

● Crypto-to-Cash: Exchange of cryptocurrency for cash or vice versa

OTC trading between 2 or more parties

OTC trades usually involve a trusted middleman who facilitates the trade in exchange for a service fee.

While crypto exchanges have also started providing OTC services, it requires a minimum exchange

amount and there is a verification process involved.

Binance crypto exchange OTC service with verification and minimum transaction amount

However, in order to circumvent the verification process of exchanges, threat actors sell already verified

accounts/ drop accounts that have been created using documents from breached/ leaked databases.

Alternatively, the actor exploits using their insider contacts to create verified/ drop accounts that can be

used to facilitate illegal transactions.



Threat actors selling verified crypto exchange accounts

Cashing Out Illicit Funds

Once the illicit funds have been distributed and obfuscated across cryptocurrencies and exchanges,

threat actors then need to convert it to cash.

Post on a dark web forum detailing how crypto can be covertly converted to cash



The most common methods to cash out are:

● Using money mules

● Become cryptocurrency sellers

● Using Crypto ATMs

Money Mule

A money mule is someone who carries out fraudulent financial transactions on behalf of criminals in

exchange for a commission. Cybercriminals look for professional money mules or target those in need to

become the face of their transactions. Usually more than one money mule is used to cash out the funds.

This usually involves transferring the illegal funds to the money mule’s bank account. The money mule

then withdraws and hands over the cash or transfers it to another money mule’s account.

Diagram depicting the role of a Money Mule

Become a Cryptocurrency Seller

Cybercriminals with illegal cryptocurrency in their wallets can register as sellers on legitimate exchanges

and engage in P2P (Peer to Peer) transactions. This allows them to directly sell cryptocurrency for cash.

Transaction process between a Cryptocurrency seller and a buyer



Most crypto exchanges have a registration process that requires KYC (Know Your Customer) documents

and have a cap on the value of P2P transactions that can be carried out without verification. However,

there are crypto exchanges on the dark web that don’t require registration or KYC documents and allow

unlimited P2P transactions. Cybercriminals have also been known to use fake documents to create

accounts on legitimate crypto exchanges.

Ways to create fake accounts on crypto exchanges

Using Crypto ATMs

Crypto ATMs are gaining popularity across the world, for buying cryptocurrency and for withdrawing

cryptocurrency in the form of cash. The United States has topped the list with 17,436 crypto ATMs in

service. While the proliferation of ATMs will make cryptocurrency more mainstream, it will also make it

easier for cybercriminals using it for money laundering. Several underground forums are already

promoting the use of crypto ATMs to cash out illicit funds, making it a serious concern for Law

Enforcement Agencies and crypto payment processors.

Underground forums promoting the use of crypto ATMs



Conclusion

Given the popularity of cryptocurrencies and the growing adoption among a wide range of users, it will

become progressively more complex and energy intensive to track and trace crypto transactions. Hence it

is essential for users, investors, and government agencies across the globe to adopt safe practices, use

reliable crypto exchanges, and develop policies that create a safe DeFi ecosystem.

Despite measures taken by law enforcement agencies, cybercriminals have found ways to misuse crypto

networks to obfuscate their illegal transactions and convert them to legal funds. However, crypto

exchanges and governing bodies are working together to set up stringent verification processes with KYC

adoption, regular monitoring, and blacklisting of accounts used in illegal activities. This will strengthen

users’ confidence in DeFi and enable widespread adoption of cryptocurrencies for legal transactions.
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*Disclaimer: This whitepaper attempts to promote awareness about how threat actors are capitalizing

on the anonymity of cryptocurrency to carry out illegal activities. It does not intend to disseminate or

popularize their services and activities. To this end, we have limited the names, URLs, and other

identifying details of several nefarious sites, exchanges, and cybercriminals.
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Appendix

Sample 1:

Transaction pool in Monero

Checking transaction hash

The transaction pool hash doesn’t disclose the sender’s or receiver’s address. While Ring signatures

ensure sender privacy, stealth addresses ensure receiver privacy. Thus, keeping transactions confidential

between parties and neither wallet address appears on-chain publicly.


